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HD4678/80 Hot drink with a twist
Kettle with variable temperature control

Every hot drink requires a certain temperature, ranging from ready-to-sip drinks to

boiling. Simply select the temperature you require by turning the control knob, and

enjoy your perfect instant coffee, instant noodles, green or black tea.

Advanced

Variable temperature control to prepare various drinks

Anti-calc filter for a clean cup of water

Flat heating element for fast boiling and easy cleaning

Easy to experience

Two sided water level indicators for left & right handed use

Piroutte 360° center connector for left and right handed use

Pilot light illuminates when kettle is switched on

Safe to use

Automatic shut-off in case of too little water

Precision spout without splashing hot water

Hinged locking, cool lid for optimal safety

Lid knob stays cool for a safe touch



Kettle HD4678/80

Highlights Specifications

Variable temperature control

Every drink requires a specific water

temperature to realise the best end result. By

turning the temperature control knob, the

temperature level of the water can be

influenced. Making sure the basic ingredient for

your tea, instant coffee, soup or noodles is at

the temperature you like.

Automatic shut-off

Once the water boils, the kettle shuts off

automatically. Also, in case there is too little

water in the kettle, the kettle will shut off

automatically to avoid a dangerous situation.

The kettle can work again directly, by taking

the kettle from the base, adding water and

switching it on.

Flat heating element

Flat heating element for fast boiling and easy

cleaning

Hinged locking, cool lid

Hinged locking lid connected to the kettle,

avoiding steam to escape. The lid grip stays

cool for optimal safety whilst handling.

Precision spout

The spout shape allows the stream to fit any

cup or opening, without spoiling hot water

elsewhere, independent of pouring speed.

Anti-calc filter

Anti-calc filter for a clean cup of water and a

cleaner kettle.

Double water level indicators

Two sided water level indicators for left & right

handed use

Pilot light

Pilot light around the temperatur control knob

illuminates, clearly indicating when the kettle

is switched on.

Piroutte 360° center connector

Piroutte 360° center connector. Lift or place the

kettle from any angle onto its base.

Cool wall for a safe touch

Lid knob stays cool for a safe touch

General specifications

Product features: 360 degrees base,

Automatic shut-off, Boil-dry protection, Cord

storage, Ergonomic grip, Flat heating element,

Lid and spout filling, Non-slip feet, Wide

opening lid

Accessories

Included: Spout filter

Technical specifications

Capacity: 1.2 L

Cord length: 0.75 m

Frequency: 50/60 Hz

Power: 2000-2400 W

Voltage: 220-240 V

Design

Color: White

Finishing

Material heating element: Stainless steel

Material of main body: ABS Plastic

Material switch: Polypropylene (PP)
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